Suggested Timetable for Year 6 – Home Learning- WB; 22nd February 2021
Date

Monday

Tuesday

Morning Task Guided Reading

English

PDF on class
story
Fluent in five
Grammar
Spelling
Reasoning

PDF on class story

Fluent in five
Grammar
Spelling
Reasoning

Wednesday Fluent in five
Grammar
Spelling
Reasoning

Thursday

Fluent in five
Grammar
Spelling
Reasoning

Friday

Fluent in five
Grammar
Spelling
Reasoning

PDF on class story
Have a go at
completing 3
activities from the
grid- remember to
take 10 minutes
minimum on the
activity.
Have a go at
completing 3
activities from the
grid- remember to
take 10 minutes
minimum on the
activity.

Maths

PDF on class
story
Select your ten favourite words/phrases from
ARTHMETIC
the prologue and write them down. Then select QUESTIONSyour overall favourite and explain why you
Have a go at
have chosen this.
completing
Create a poster to advertise/persuade someone various questions
to enter the Nowhere Emporium based on what (use the video to
you have read.
assist you)
Write five sentences to describe what Harry
ARTHMETIC
can see. Think about how to open your
QUESTIONSsentences in different ways, e.g. ‘ing opener’
Have a go at
such as: ‘Peering intently, Harry saw wonders completing
he had never seen before’.
various questions
(use the video to
assist you)

TOPIC- ART PROJECT WEEK; Do Maths & Science on
whichever day you choose! ENJOY!
PE- Just Dance
Just Dance - YouTube
Science – A fun experiment to have a go at this week!
ART PROJECT DAY 1= BE CREATIVE- Like the fabulous
colourful work in your Science Book- Create a fact file
with key information all about Kandinsky.
PE- Joe Wicks
The Body Coach TV - YouTube
RE - Every year Jews remember and celebrate this event
in their history. Why? Why is this event so significant?

ART PROJECT DAY 2- Use simple circles and lines to
describe birds, clouds, planets, hills, mountains, or
buildings. How simple can you make your sketches?
Can others still tell what they show?
Have a go at
Write down your prediction – what has
ARTHMETIC
PE- Cricket LIVE
completing 3
happened? Why?
QUESTIONSChance to Shine LIVE! | Chance to Shine
activities from the
Now build these into interesting sentences, e.g. Have a go at
ART PROJECT DAY 3- Using these tracks- When you
grid- remember to
Glistening necklaces, which dangled in all
completing
are listening to the song, pick up a pen or crayon and
take 10 minutes
areas of the shop, caught my eye.
various questions make patterns or lines within the box.
minimum on the
(use the video to
activity.
assist you)
Have a go at
Imagine the poem is now called ‘The Magic
ARTHMETIC
PE- Jump Start Jonny
completing 3
Shop’. What would you find in your magic
QUESTIONSFree Kids Exercise and Dance Videos | Jump Start Jonny
activities from the
shop? List some noun phrases to describe your Have a go at
ART PROJECT DAY 4- I would like you to create a piece
grid- remember to
magic shop. Now write your own poem called completing
of Art using your Maths & Art Skills today:
take 10 minutes
‘The Magic Shop’ using the structure of ‘The
various questions You can use any colours and paint/pencil/felt tips etc to
minimum on the
Magic Box’, e.g. ‘I will put in the shop
(use the video to create your piece- the MORE creative, THE BETTER!
activity.
assist you)
a picture of your shop – labelling what
Choose 5
PE- Cosmic Yoga
ZOOM CALL Draw
is inside and what makes it magic.
questions you
Cosmic Kids Yoga - YouTube
Imagine you are an author and you are
found difficultAT 10AM!
ART PROJECT DAY 5- Your final piece, with no
writing your opening chapter to introduce this work through
restrictions: BE CREATIVE AND ENJOY!
Link will be
those questions
available this week! magic shop. Write your chapter. Try to
Why not listen to MUSIC at the same time?
include some of the words/phrases and
and create your
sentences you have collected and written
own to test
throughout the week.
yourself!

